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Stalinism in architecture was abolished two and a half years after Stalin’s death, on 4 November 1955. What was known as Socialist Realism was struck down by a joint statement of the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist Party and the Soviet government following year-long consultations with representatives of the profession. Using language reminiscent of the modern movement’s critique of eclectic historicism, the Soviet communiqué called for nothing less than a reintroduction of modernism in terms strikingly consonant with those of the Athens Charter of the Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM). In contrast to this swift return to mainstream modernism, the Stalinization of Soviet architecture in the 1930s, following the Sixteenth Party Congress, had been a much longer and more complex undertaking. It not only sparked intense debates among architects, it also met resistance from the public, who continued to admire the modern architecture that had been conceived by the avant-garde in the 1920s. Open support for progressive architecture was felt as late as 1937, one of the harshest years of the Terror, or the Great Party Čistka (the massive purge of party ranks). Emblematic of the slowness of the effort to Stalinize architecture was the repeated postponement of the First Congress of the Stalinist Union of Soviet Architects (initially scheduled for 1934 in the wake of the Soviet writers’ assembly). This was caused by the difficulties that the communist leadership of the union experienced in controlling the union’s decision-making process. For the same reason, the Soviets asked CIAM to postpone the Moscow meeting scheduled for 1933. The Politburo’s sustained desire to host such a congress in Moscow in the years to come, while it dismissed modernism at home, illustrates the complexity of the architectural discourse that Stalin started in 1928 with his Cultural Revolution, or Perestroika (reconstruction). The fact that the party operated in strict secrecy further complicated the maneuvering.

The difficulty in agreeing what Socialist Realism ought to mean in architecture was compounded by the divergent stylistic preferences of the party’s top leadership. Such ambiguity opened a space for some architectural diversity, which was widened by the degree of tactical tolerance that was accorded Constructivist architecture until the end of the 1930s. The two most notable examples of such diversity were the Vesnin brothers’ Moscow Palace of Culture, inaugurated in 1937 (its striking modernist interiors are virtually unexplored to this day); and Moisej Ginzburg’s all-but-forgotten 1938 sanatorium at Kislovodsk, whose signature modernism was hidden in the forbidding mountain range of the northern Caucasus (Figures 1, 2). A reassessment of the last version of the Palace of the Soviets (1934), a hyper-Stalinist project of oppressive monumentality, offers another unexpected illustration of the surviving spirit of both modernity and modernism in the Soviet Union under Joseph Visarionović Stalin. Appropriate recognition of the importance of these
projects entails a new interpretation of this historic turning point in Soviet architecture—and in Soviet culture at large. This reconsideration of this phenomenon, which completely reshapes heretofore accepted interpretations, including those in the sole, pioneering book on the topic (1994), is based on newly available Soviet archives.

The effort to sustain the Russian modernist cause in the 1930s was launched in the dramatic events that surrounded the 1928 competition for the Lenin Library, when the modernists appealed to the party to help them defend modern architecture. The response was the creation of an architectural organization composed of party members, the VOPRA (the All-Union Society of Proletarian Architects), which, one year into the Cultural Revolution could not but be sponsored behind the scenes by the party leadership. More than endorsing a principled position, VOPRA, an essential tool of Stalin's Perestroika of cultural and economic policies, sought to monopolize the terms of the debate.

The Lenin Library Competition: The Debate

Having replaced Lenin's New Economic policies (the NEP) in 1928 with centrally mandated five-year-plans, Stalin embarked on an effort to control the modernist art movements that had flourished in the previous decade. The intention was not so much to impose a particular style as to replace spontaneous architectural expression with effective control. What mattered was to adapt “reality” to a perceived historical plan, allegedly entrusted to the Bolshevik leadership. Existing spontaneous movements were to be gradually infiltrated and reined in. By 1930, without ever renouncing modernity and modernization per se—a declared ideological premise of the Revolution—Stalin's ruling party took into its own hands what until then belonged primarily to the artistic professionals. Supplanting independent initiative, direct and indirect dictates from the power centers were to define everyday reality, ultimately draining intellectual discourse of all substance.

Toward the end of the 1920s, the nouveaux riches of the NEP (the so-called “Nepmen”) were gaining influence on architecture in proportion to their growing economic power. A telling example was the 1927 Italianate GosBank by the classicist Ivan Žoltovskij (1867–1959), a well-established architect of the Tsarist era. By the early 1930s, the place of the nouveaux riches was taken over by a new type of parvenus, the “professional revolutionaries,” meritorious apparatchiks and decorated citizens who populated the heights of Stalin's meritocratic world. Not surprisingly, they opted for reactionary architecture, analogous to that preferred by the Nepmen. As a result, at the turn of the decade Soviet progressive architects found themselves squeezed between the nouveau riche NEP elite, whom they had resisted since the mid-1920s, and a rising class that also favored conservatism. That seemed to leave little space for innovative architecture.

In the spring of 1928, coinciding with the national competition for the Lenin Library in Moscow, the progressive SA (Sovremenaja Arhitektura: Contemporary architecture) the official journal of the OSA (Society of Contemporary Architects), published a letter by a group of young architects from the Ukrainian city of Harkov calling for help and support from the Moscow modernists (Figure 3). The group was fervently devoted to avant-garde architecture and was distressed at what they perceived as mounting conservatism in their town, which was increasingly dominated by pre-revolutionary architects who kept the younger ones at bay. In a desperate attempt to break the grip of academic architecture, which threatened to monopolize the profession, they formed the Iniçativnaja Gruppa to resist the trend. Their appeal fell on fertile ground. The leaders of Soviet modern architecture shared their concerns, and the turbulent competition for the Lenin Library, one of the decade's most prestigious projects to be located in the heart of Moscow across from the Kremlin walls, dramatically exposed the same issues.

The competition was juried by the Moskovskoe Arhitekturnoe Obščestvo (MAO), a pre-revolutionary Moscow architectural society reinstated in 1923. It was organized in two parts. One was open to the entire profession, the other only to invited architects. Because of its conservative jury, the open contest for the library attracted fewer than ten entries. In addition to the four invited architectural teams, including the Vesnin brothers Aleksandr (1883–1959), Viktor (1882–1950), and Leonid (1880–1933), who introduced Constructivism in architecture with their 1923 Palace of Labor, the entrants included several well-established academic figures from Tsarist times. Out of four invitees, only the Vesnin team had radically renounced their conservative pre-1914 architecture. The other invited participants were the conservative engineer Il'ja Rerberg, already active in the previous century and derided in SA for his post office on Tverskaja Street, a historicist building awkwardly stripped of its ornament (Figure 4); the Ukrainian Vladimir Ščuko (1879–1939); and the designer of the permanent Lenin mausoleum Aleksej Ščusev (1873–1949), an architectural chameleon who was accused later in the decade by the Secretary of the Union of architects, Karo Alabjan (1897–1959), of having “an anti-Soviet way of looking at you.”
The new generation of architects that grew out of the 1917 upheavals was trained at the Moscow VHUTEMAS (later VHUTEIN), one of the most innovative schools of art and architecture in Europe. The school offered the students the possibility to choose between masterskie (master workshops) directed by artists and architects adhering to different modernist orientations, and a traditional academic curriculum run by established classicists. The young Harkov architects, most probably trained through these new programs, were outraged that the list of invited architects for the library failed to reflect the new forces in the field. To resist countrywide reactionary trends of this sort, the VHUTEIN's Scientific and Technical Architectural Club called for a public debate at its premises on Miasnicheskaja Street, in the vicinity of the designated building site for Le Corbusier's Centrsoyuz. Ironically, this was also the street where the Vesnin brothers had built Moscow's Central Post Office in 1912 in a fashionable Byzantine style.

The public response to the call was overwhelming. Huge crowds of Moscow students, professors, and architects attended the meeting, turning it into a plebiscite against “architects who were active before the Revolution and who belonged to aristocratic and bourgeois circles.” One speaker pointed out sardonically that Soviet architecture seemed to be undergoing its own “Renaissance,” with new projects and buildings boasting Palladian façades. The debate ended with a unanimous resolution emphasizing the need for a “systematic and relentless struggle”
against what the assembly regarded as “the indifference of the profession” to the country’s actual conditions and against the rejection of contemporary materials and innovative constructive systems.16 The declaration stated emphatically:

[We are] AGAINST ignoring the new social and existential phenomena in architecture,
AGAINST ignoring contemporary materials and constructive systems,
AGAINST going back to old forms of “national” architecture
AGAINST building in the “styles”
AGAINST an orientation toward “reactionary artistic old formulae”
AGAINST the hegemony of the most reactionary architects in the provincial cities and the republics of the union, i.e., where a struggle against the danger from the right in architecture is indispensable.17

What most worried the document’s signatories was a “tendency, increasingly evident in the whole country, toward a revival of the old forms of ‘national’ architecture, and toward the reintroduction of the ‘styles.’”18 Most strikingly, the resolution of the assembly “[called] on the party and other organizations leading the Cultural Revolution to take an interest in the problems of architecture, and to organize discussions on the contentious issue with a broad participation of the party membership and the Soviet public opinion.”19 The resolution concluded that only one thing could solve the crisis: to attract “young architectural forces that have grown and learned their trade in a new revolutionary society.”20

The call for party intervention indicates how unaware many were at that time (and would remain for most of the decade) of the actual nature of the Revolution from Above. The Bolshevik party, especially its Moscow branch—a center of resistance to Stalin—was still perceived in 1928 as inherently progressive, ready to support the avant-garde. However, the revolutionary disguise of Stalin’s pronouncements electrified many, and even brought a sense of vindication after years of perceived corruption by the despised Nepmen.

The resolution was published in the press. New protests flooded the editorial board of the S.A. The journal reported that the immense majority of the architectural community had already decried the erection of the Central Telegraph by the engineer I. I. Rerberg—just two blocks from the Kremlin. Other critics chastised Zoltovskij’s Gosbank in Moscow and his obsolete Palace of Friendship in Mahač-Kala. Also attacked were the Palace of the People, built in a Byzantine style in Erevan, Armenia, as well as the Moresque style of the Baku train station in Azerbaijan.

Deaf to these protests, the jury published its final verdict after the second round of the library contest. The scandal was now complete. Not only had the jury turned down the previous round’s prizewinners—the architectural team of Daniil Fridman, Vladimir Fidman, and Dmitrij Markov, with their elegant modernist solution rendered in a graphically innovative blue monochrome (Figure 5),21 but, as the protesters saw it, they had rewarded the worst, by Ukrainian Vladimir Ščuko (1878–1939) (Figure 6). Ščuko was a pre-revolutionary academic architect who belonged to the oldest of the three generations competing for commissions at the end of the 1920s. His building’s entry consisted of a peristyle of fourteen square columns with diminutive capitals, all veneered with black granite. The columns supported a massive attic of white marble sculpted like a Roman sarcophagus and bearing the name of Lenin. Beyond the
entrance hall, visitors were faced with monumental stairs framed by columns and classical sculptures.

In contrast to Ščuko’s pompous and intimidating building, Fridman, Markov, and Fidman’s winning design from the first round comprised three inviting, transparent library units, clearly conveying the message that they were repositories of knowledge open to all. While forming small plazas and groves, the three buildings of the library were deployed in an ascending hierarchical sequence, away from the noisy boulevard that separated them from the Kremlin walls. With a touch of classicism, such as discreet cornices, the library aptly combined mainstream European modernism with some typical De Stijl devices that were inspired by J. J. Oud’s or Walter Gropius’s early work. Frozen in dynamic balance, the volumes were veneered with dark blue ceramic tiles and huge glass curtain walls. Alternating awnings and balconies along the building’s edges gave the third, tallest structure—containing the book stacks—a sense of refined elegance. Irregularly distributed balconies, recesses, and strip windows articulated its massive glass volume. A slender, elongated glass tower, streamlined in the Mendelsohnian fashion, dramatically marked the main, ceremonial entrance, acting like a lit billboard at night.

The smallest building, directly related to the street with an independent entrance, contained reading rooms for periodicals. The central library structure, intended for research, projected a huge three-story prismatic bay window. Resembling a giant glass bookcase, the bay allowed optimal lighting to the main reading room, while offering readers a commanding view of the Kremlin palaces and churches. From the street, the bay allowed passers-by an inviting view of its internal activity. The library’s contrasting permeable and reflective abstract forms acted as a neutral urban link between eighteenth-century Moscow and the medieval Kremlin. Unlike Ščuko’s artificially inflated verticality, accented by aimless giant orders, the first-place design in the first round had offered the simplicity and directness of large horizontal volumes. The one spoke with provincial tiredness, the other with cosmopolitan modernity.

Joining the controversy that filled the pages of the professional magazines, the party daily Pravda, the government daily Izvestija, and the communist youth paper Komsomolskaja Pravda (none yet fully under Stalin’s control) assailed the jury for selecting Ščuko. The criticism directed against the jury became ever bolder. Obviously reflecting the Moscow Party Committee’s anti-Stalinist orientation, Stroitel’stvo Moskvy, the official city magazine, published a formal protest by the three leading modernist architectural societies, OSA, ASNOVA, and ARU.22
The temperature rose when the editorial board of Stroiitsueto published an open letter to the competition jury and to its president, the People’s Commissar for Enlightenment, Anatoli Lunacharsky, saying: “Lunacharsky has to tell us why Ščuko was selected, and to explain to us why no young architects were invited. We will publish the answer in the next issue of our journal.”23

Lunacharsky never responded. The failure to answer, uncharacteristic of a man as highly cultivated and open-minded as Lunacharsky, probably indicates that the jury had retracted its first-round verdict under pressure from Stalin’s strongman Lazar Kaganovič (1893–1991), who would soon be put in charge of the reconstruction of Moscow. His predilection for gaudily classicized architecture was to become common knowledge. On his way to the upper echelons of the Politburo (second only to Stalin), Kaganovič, a Georgian of Jewish descent and son of a shoemaker, was one of the new “professional revolutionaries” Stalin was quietly bringing to Moscow from the far-flung republics to gradually replace the “professional revolutionaries” Stalin was quietly bringing to Moscow from the far-flung republics to gradually replace the early Bolsheviks in strategic positions of power. Gifted with extraordinary organizational skills, Kaganovič simultaneously held several key positions in the apparatus. Unconditionally devoted to Stalin, to whom he owed his career, he was equally brutal and arbitrary in his decisions.24

The call for the party to support innovative modernist architects, the challenge sent to the People’s Commissar for Enlightenment, and the media’s readiness to support the protesters all speak of the depth of the attachment to modernism among an enlightened public, and of the widespread will to fight for modernism at the time when the country was inexorably sliding toward totalitarianism.

The VOPRA

The response of Stalin’s Politburo to the appeals and protests came two months later, with the launching of a parallel architectural society, the All-Union Society of Proletarian Architects (Vsesojuznoe Obščestvo Proletarskikh Arhitektorov, VOPRA). VOPRA is often associated with the RAPP (Revolutionary Association of Proletarian Writers), created spontaneously in 1925. Although both invoke a proletarian ascendency, the former was an independent movement, while VOPRA, exclusively composed of party members, was inevitably an instrument of the Revolution from Above, started with the abolition of the NEP in 1928.25

The creation of this association reflected the party’s effort to regain primacy in the debate. The new architectural group, a Trojan horse amidst autonomous architectural associations, had the party apparatus behind them, which the authentic avant-garde architectural societies did not. Therefore VOPRA could spread and consolidate itself almost instantaneously throughout the key republics and centers of the Soviet Union (Armenia, Ukraine, Georgia, Leningrad, and Tomsk). This was a feat that the forty Moscow members could not have achieved on their own in such a short time.

The controversy about the Lenin Library remained inconclusive. Stalin had more immediate political crises on his plate and was probably not particularly interested in Ščuko’s project, leaving it to Kaganovič. Like many other major competition projects, the Lenin Library remained paper architecture for several years. With Kaganovič fully in charge of the reconstruction of Moscow by the mid-1930s, Ščuko’s library was finally completed in 1938, probably by political detainees of the Gulag. Across from the Lenin Library, the Kremlin’s towers were newly topped with red stars made of gilded ruby glass. Lit at night, their dominance encapsulated symbolically the victorious totalitarian system, as Stalin now explicitly associated his regime with the Kremlin of the Tzars.

In all likelihood inspired by Kaganovič himself, VOPRA was founded in 1929 by a number of young communist architects from around the country, including the Armenians Karo Alabjan (1997–1959) and Gevorg Kočar (1901–1973), and the Russian Arkady Mordvinov (1896–1964). They later participated as a team in the competition for the Palace of the Soviets, proposing a forthrightly modernist project. All the first leaders of VOPRA were former students of Aleksandr Vesnin’s masterskaja at the VHUTEMAS, and all were practicing modernist architecture. Mordvinov had even been briefly on SA’s editorial board, and was later replaced by Ivan Leonidov—something Mordvinov never forgave him. He coined the derogatory term Leonidovščina to indicate alleged vacuous formalist architecture. The term was adopted in the lexicon of architectural criticism under Stalin as a scarecrow.

In what appeared as a paradox, given its support from the new regime, VOPRA immediately joined the protests against the results of the Lenin Library competition. The reasons were complex. Between 1929 and 1933, when the second round of competitions for the Palace of the Soviets was held, it was still difficult to assert in public that proletarian architecture could be anything but modern, that is, rational and functional. The opposite would have sounded counter-revolutionary. Therefore, even though it was created as an instrument of the revolution from Above, at this early stage VOPRA could only affirm the modernist cause, Kaganovič’s personal conservative taste not withstanding.

VOPRA was charged by its covert sponsors not so much...
with attacking or defending particular architectural positions, but with monopolizing the debate, irrespective of the cause of the day, with the party supporting it. By the time the Lenin Library was built ten years later, VOPRA members, who had vehemently protested Ščuko’s classicist winning project in 1929, had been long adorning their own buildings with classical orders. Most VOPRA leaders had been in the Bolshevik party since 1917. By 1929, however, their party cell was fully mobilized, first for subversive work against independent architectural movements, then against the VHUTEIN, and finally against the journal S.A.26 Evidently enacting a strategic plan defined by the party, VOPRA first promoted, in April 1930, the creation of a confederated Union of all architectural societies, the VANo (Vsesojuznoe Arhitekturnoe Naučnoe Obščestvo—All-Soviet Architectural Scientific Society), with a Moscow branch called MOVANO. The idea of assembling the various movements into a federation was, in fact, first proposed by OSA’s Presidium early in 1929, obviously to maintain some control over the inevitable. Since this was not its initiative, however, VOPRA rejected the idea.27 The procedure exemplified the way VOPRA simultaneously undermined the independent organizations and tried to monopolize the architectural discourse. This did not prevent VOPRA from sponsoring the VANo a year later, with the party’s blessing, taking the first step toward creating a single architectural organization that would be easier to infiltrate and control. However, unable to impose themselves on the other federated modernist groups, which were not keen to waste their time in VANo meetings, VOPRA reversed itself and began virulent attacks against it. Another more insidious problem was that VANo members were expected to prepare reports about the activity of each confederated group. However, probably because VOPRA overlapped with the architectural party organization (whose meetings and membership were secret), VOPRA refused to comply.

Their attacks on VANo not withstanding, VOPRA architects used their VANo membership to claim the right to place some of their own members on S.A’s editorial board. Probably following a behind-the-scenes top party directive, VOPRA’s leader Alabjan managed to have S.A’s neutral, professional name—“Contemporary architecture”—changed into the ideologically charged Revolucionaja Arhitektura (RA). The new name was consonant with the unfolding Revolution from Above. But not a single issue of RA ever appeared, although it was announced on the back cover of S.A’s last issue with a flashy design by Gan calling for subscriptions (Figure 7).28 By the end of the year, the nascent journal had folded. Like a virus implanted into a cell, VOPRA was gradually undermining and destroying the institutions of the avant-garde from within.

Figure 7 Announcement of RA (Revolucionaja Arhitektura), on back cover of SA’s last issue (June 1930)
the official SSA (Sojuz Sovetskikh Arhitektorov). The journal Sovetskaja Arhitektura was replaced by the single-minded Arhitektura SSSR, the organ of the SSA, with the former VOPRA leader Alabjan installed as chief editor (Figure 9).

Although architects had been expecting such a party takeover for some time, papers of the RGALI (Rossiyskij Gosudarstvennyj Arhiv Literatury i Iskusstva: All-Union Association of Architects) show that it nevertheless caused considerable shock, as meeting after meeting was held to discuss how to cope with the situation. The control mechanism established through VOPRA helped the bumpy transition. A compromise was achieved between the Constructivists represented by Viktor Vesnin, and the leaders of the former VOPRA, Mordvinov and Alabjan. Vesnin assumed the presidency of the SSA, while Alabjan became its executive secretary, his real power lying in the secret role the union’s party cell would play over the coming years. Mordvinov took a position in the Ministry of Enlightenment, once occupied by Tatlin and other avant-garde artists under Lunacharsky. From this position, he coined the term Leonidov’sˇina in an internal speech at the commissariat in February 1933. The term would become a key reference in the diatribes against the formalists that followed. None of the former editorial board members of either SA or Sovetskaja Arhitektura were invited to join the board of the Arhitektura SSSR.

This victory of the Revolution from Above over the architectural profession encouraged the Politburo to turn its subversive actions into a system. Manipulation from behind the scenes in the name of a historic purpose, similar to the Bolsheviks’ clandestine activities before they seized power, was a favored method of control throughout the
1930s. From the moment Vesnin became head of the new official All-Union of Soviet Architects (SSA), he was secretly monitored in the name of “revolutionary alertness” by his shadow figure Alabjan, a mere “executive secretary.” Alabjan, whose party cell received instructions directly from the top, that is, from Kaganovič, played the role of the éminence grise within the Union. His role as chief editor of Arhitektura SSSR, rounded up his power.

This manipulation, which Kaganovič practiced with the help of the party members in the union leadership, was facilitated by the secrecy of all party meetings, as well as the secrecy of the party membership lists. In principle, only party members were supposed to know who was in the party and who was not. Although cynicism and raw ambition motivated some, members regarded their party as a historically mandated vanguard, and genuinely believed the party was not only implementing a revolutionary plan, but also fulfilling a transcendent historic imperative embodied in the leadership. Perceiving themselves as both agents and accelerators of history, communists claimed that ultimately history was on their side, regardless of possible mistakes or temporary setbacks. This determinist claim reflected a peculiar transhistoric, metaphysical conception of the party. Secrecy added an aura to the imaginary revived class struggle against long dismantled social groups that Stalin had called for since 1928. Such fiction opened the door to arbitrary acts. Many modern architects saw themselves as loyal supporters of the cause, and at the same time as defenders of a compelling architectural legacy.

Foreign Architects and the Perestroika

The bold polemic around the library competition—the last large-scale public defense of modernism in Stalinist Russia—gained an international dimension when Bruno Taut published an article in the February 1929 issue of the official city of Moscow building journal Stroitel'stvo Moskvy, on the occasion of his trip to the USSR (Figure 10). The article did not support the modernists, as one would have expected, but exalted the official party line. This was not unusual. Most visiting foreigners at the time felt compelled to do the same. The sculptor Jacques Lipchitz, for example, wrote to Le Corbusier in October 1935, on the eve of the infamous Moscow trials: “What I found here goes beyond all my expectations. I am fascinated by the scope and audacity of everything they do here in each and every domain.” From Bruno Taut to Frank Lloyd Wright, Hannes Meyer, André Lurçat and Alfred Agache, Westerners who visited the Soviet Union, and were ready to speak, almost invariably lauded Stalin’s policies, or at least echoed his vacuous statements.

Taut’s attack had a twofold aim. On the one hand, he opposed the Rationalists and their Gestalt psychology, which they deployed to explain the role architectural space...
and form had in revolutionizing the mentality of its users; on the other, he chastised the Constructivists, who endorsed some CIAM principles uncritically. Significantly, the same attacks were aimed at the avant-garde by both MAO conservatives—responsible for the Lenin Library competition—and by VOPRA “Proletarians.” The term formalism (abusively borrowed from the now-repressed literary Formalists), began to be applied against all those who were to be eliminated.

The great exception to the chorus of Stalinist apologists was the French writer André Gide, a communist fellow traveler, who dared to say the king was naked in his Retour de l’Urss. He was subsequently brutally attacked and ostracized as a traitor to the cause by a large segment of French intellectuals and leftists in general. Among the foreigners who attended the First Congress of Soviet Architects in 1937, only the architect Francis Jourdain, a member of the French Communist Party, warned against the dangers of academism.

Discussing the Lenin Library competition specifically, Taut complained, “even the better architects had not freed themselves, in one way or another, from some form of academism.” The German architect added, in a thinly veiled attack on the Vesnin brothers, who had used some pilotis and a huge ceremonial entrance staircase similar to Ščuko’s in their library project: “Many who consider themselves free of mistakes [of academism] in reality did not go very far; all they [did] in essence [was] an imitation of Western architects, especially Le Corbusier.”

Not surprisingly, Le Corbusier lauded the Vesnin project: “I have been lucky enough to study the Vesnin brothers’ Lenin Library. Magnificent, alive, gay, smiling, happy. A truly serene house of work and meditation.” The main compositional principle the Vessins followed was a balanced distribution of geometrical volumes articulated by a variety of openings. They combined horizontal and vertical accents, large and elongated, flat and fragmented, and square window openings. The strikingly innovative feature was the zigzagging pattern of vertical openings of the main reading rooms, open from floor to ceiling and half folded like an accordion to allow added light through reflection and direct exposure to the southern sky.

Taking advantage of the occasion, Taut not only echoed Soviet accusations against the modernists, but also implicitly brought to the fore the simmering internal conflict within the so-called modern movement between the central European modernists and Le Corbusier. These disagreements of principle also surfaced in Hannes Meyer’s sarcastic attack against Le Corbusier’s Centrosoyuz in Moscow. But the tone of both Taut and Meyer probably expressed a degree of jealousy as well. Indeed, no “Western” architect, with the exception of Le Corbusier, had been given the opportunity to build a major architectural work in the heart of Moscow. Mendelsohn’s factory in the outskirts of the Soviet capital did not enjoy the benefits of exposure in such a prestigious location.

Taut’s highbrow critique of Soviet architects mirrored that issued by VOPRA more pointedly. He chastised VHUTEIN’s alleged “penchant for purely artistic enterprises,” which was tantamount to the sin of formalism. He claimed to be “surprised to see [in Russia] two [competing] groups: those who deal with forms and ‘play’ with constructions, and those who think that solving structural issues is all that matters.” The Western architect concluded with a puzzling statement that “early signs of logical solutions, free of any prejudice in the design process, are budding among Soviet architects, and I hope that for the major part they will find the correct path.” While sounding like a half-hearted acknowledgment of the modernists, his condescending judgment echoed VOPRA’s own formulaic defense of the “correct (‘Proletarian’) path,” that is, of Stalin’s General Line. Taut may not have been aware of the weight and possible consequences of his words, but he was ultimately endorsing the demise of the vanguard that the “Cultural Revolution” had started.

The “Correct Path”

In a reversal of Lenin’s policies, all members of the reconstructed Politburo embraced intensive industrialization and the forced collectivization of agricultural land, no matter the costs. Artists of Sergej Eisenstein’s and Vsevolod Pudovkin’s stature lyrically immortalized industrialization and collectivization in their films. But the disagreements about what constituted modernity in architecture complicated matters significantly. Stalin favored the image of modern American corporate architecture, such as the Empire State Building, which projected power and stability. Kaganovič, Stalin’s right hand, was sentimentally attached to classicism with “proletarian content,” as seen in Alabian’s Red Army Theater (1934–40), where hammers and sickles adorned the pseudo-Corinthian capitals, and column shafts were shaped like five-pointed stars in plan. The Red Army Theater was an incisive illustration of the taste in architecture of the Politburo’s second man, while it also reflected the architecture parlante of the French revolutionary classicists of the late eighteenth century—much appreciated in Russia even before the Revolution. The strongman had looked over the architect’s shoulder as the latter labored to fit a theater into a five-pointed star-shaped floor plan in
response to the party leader’s desire. Upon returning from the USSR, Frank Lloyd Wright recounted in the *Architectural Record* his conversation about the theater with a somewhat embarrassed Alabjan. With the good-natured, self-deprecating humor Armenians are proud of, he had pointed at the endless peristyle that wrapped the five arms of the building, assuring Wright that he had put his entire repertoire of classical columns into that theater, and was now done with it. All humor aside, Alabjan’s verbal sally suggested that most architects believed that this return to historicism was only a temporary ill.

Closer to Stalin’s taste was the recently completed sober and undecorated government building, just across from the Hotel Moskva, by Arkadij Langman—one of Stalin’s favorite architects. Free of any ornament, the building’s façade was characterized by a powerful rhythm of alternating vertical bands of window openings and blind strips. Stalin saw the high-power corporate gloss in Langman’s architectural vocabulary as lending a modern edge to the Soviet capital. Contrasting that, the residential and commercial quarters built under Kaganovič’s control, just around the corner on Tverskaja Street (by then renamed Gorky Street), boasted nineteenth style historicism, designed by former Constructivist Andrej Burov. The Hotel Moskva itself, completed in 1936 and facing the Kremlin, was a synthesis of the two trends: a compromise between Stalin’s and Kaganovič’s preferred styles, with a banks of round-headed windows and a wealth of cornices competing with stern, uninspired, modern banality. Its “American” character was immediately visible to Frank Lloyd Wright, who declared mischievously that the hotel was exactly what he had been fighting against all his life in the United States. Designed by Ščusev for dignitaries visiting Stalin, the hotel became, despite its mediocrity and awkward urban setting, a historical and cultural icon. Kaganovič was not alone in embracing classicism in the name of modernity in Russia, where classicism was widely viewed as a progressive alternative to the entrenched Byantine style that had been indefatigably revived since the tenth century, when northeastern Slavs adopted Christianity and also adopted its architecture. At the end of his life in 1933, Lunacharsky explained that classicism, far from being counter-revolutionary, could effectively symbolize the aspirations of the proletariat, owing to its direct link to ancient Greece and its democratic ideals. This amusingly pitted ancient Greece against Byzantine Greece. The specious argument was readily endorsed even by Hannes Meyer, involved after 1932 in the gigantic urbanization of the Soviet Union. He too had come to consider classical architecture as the best expression of peoples’ national aspirations.

Still, the Renaissance revivals were harshly criticized, even in the general press. As late as 1937 Palladianism was sardonically referred to as plagiarism. A Russian cartoon, reproduced in the *Architectural Record* in 1937, showed Palladio dragging a Soviet architect to police headquarters, claiming that the only original feature in that architect’s design was his signature. At the November 1934 Conference of Soviet Architects in Moscow, a month before Kirov was assassinated—while, despite the efforts of the party members in the union, the avant-garde still had the upper hand—Viktor Vesnin could declare that, after the first competition for the Palace of the Soviets, “all the architects were drawn into a great movement of enthusiasm, but many erred in choosing the path of lesser effort, that is, the path of eclecticism and kitsch, instead of dedicating themselves to creative work.” According to Vesnin’s paper, three essential tendencies had emerged: “First of all, an effort to restore classical architecture; then a current of eclectic architecture; and finally one that genuinely strives for new architectural forms.” He still adhered to the last.

**The Fate of the Modernists**

The institutionalization of Socialist Realism, a term coined at the First Congress of All-Soviet Writers in August 1934, entailed the almost impossible task of discrediting filmmakers, writers, artists, architects, pedagogues, and theoreticians of international repute and with long associations with the Revolution. The prestige of Soviet modernism’s leaders was so compelling—at least in the case of architects—that they rarely lost their positions. (An exception was Konstantin Mel’nikov, who was identified with formalism and singled out as an exemplary case.) The modernists remained at least as the figureheads of most of the new Stalinist architectural institutions. Arrests were made, however, among the younger generation, leaving the masters suspended in a vacuum. Viktor Vesnin, one of the three brothers who were leaders of Constructivism, became Secretary General of the All-Union of Soviet Architects from the moment the new organization was officially instituted in 1932. In 1936, one of the two darkest years of Stalin’s political repression, he was elected to the Supreme Soviet of the USSR. Throughout the 1930s Ginzburg, another leading Constructivist, was in charge of a team that built sanatoria and rest homes in the Crimea, while occupying a prominent position in the Union of architects.

It is important to note, however, that the persecutions and trials—the “great party purges” or čistkas—were at the beginning primarily, if not exclusively, directed against old Bolsheviks and committed party members such as Gustav
Klucis (1895–1938), one of the few avant-garde artists who had participated directly in the Russian Revolution and the Civil War. He was arrested in 1938, upon returning from Paris where his photomontage in the Soviet Pavilion featured a Stalin larger than life, towering above a congregation of citizens applauding Stalin’s 1936 constitution—a model in granting democratic freedoms. According to some sources, he was shot immediately when arrested, along with a large group of other Latvian communists, on Stalin’s orders. A specific cause for someone’s arrest was never needed, but a 1930 poster by Klucis that showed Stalin as a dark, looming figure in the background, half concealed behind Lenin’s radiant face, may have marked him out. Klucis’s authentic belief in the Revolution and the communist cause could have been another motive for his elimination. As an early Bolshevik revolutionary, he had his own strong political motivations that were not derived from any devotion to Stalin, which made him suspect a priori. Stalin’s vengeance could take several years to materialize.

By contrast, none of the Vesnin brothers ever joined the party, nor did Ginzburg or Leonidov. They were therefore much less vulnerable, at least until mass arrests started as a way of obtaining unpaid labor to accelerate industrialization. They only belonged to the category of nepartijci, or non-party sympathizers, without a stake in the functioning of the party itself. Among the most noted avant-garde architects who were nepartijci, only Konstantin Mel’nikov (1890–1974), the staunchly independent Expressionist, was criticized by the regime. Subjected to growing public attacks for his alleged formalism, he ceased to practice architecture altogether after 1937. For most of his long life thereafter, he lived quietly in the idiosyncratic house of two interlocking cylinders he built for himself in the heart of Moscow at the end of the 1920s. After quitting architecture, he made a living as a painter, his first vocation. According to his son, the NKVD never questioned him.

Ladovskij, the theoretically oriented architect, former VHUTEIN teacher and inventor of the Russian architectural Rationalism, built little besides a street-level metro station in Moscow in 1935, before dying a few years later. El Lissitzky translated the teachings of Suprematism from abstract to realist representation, and gave visual form to Stalin’s authentic belief in the Revolution and the communist cause. He was particularly interested in enticing the international modern architects of CIAM to hold a meeting in the Soviet capital, while at the same time imposing a clearly conservative approach on the reconstruction of Moscow. Behind closed doors, he exhorted the members of the architectural union’s communist cell to bring the CIAM to Moscow as late as 1935. Despite fierce attacks on Le Corbusier made in Moscow from 1932 on, invitations kept coming to him throughout the 1930s. On the occasion of his visit to Le Corbusier in spring 1935, Boris Iofan urged him to come to the Soviet Union for a lecture series. The French architect responded positively on 28 July 1935. These invitations could not have been extended without Kaganović acting behind the scenes, insisting on hosting a CIAM congress in Moscow. In December 1933 Le Corbusier was also invited to join the new All-Union Academy of Architecture as a scientific correspondent, an invitation he too accepted, while expressing his distaste for academies as such.

However, despite their long campaign to woo CIAM to Moscow, it was Soviet officials who postponed the Moscow fourth congress of the organization, planned for 1933. This is despite the fact that, to this day, it is commonly believed that it was CIAM that cancelled the meeting, supposedly in response to the 1932 Palace of Soviets international competition, whose alarming results were interpreted as an official disavowal of modernism. This erroneous belief is based on letters that Cor van Eesteren, Victor Bourgeois, and Sigfried Giedion wrote to Stalin on 19 April 1932, lamenting the antimodernist choice of Žolovskij, Iofan, and Hamilton. In their correspondence with Stalin, they did raise serious doubts about whether their congress could be held in Moscow under such circum-
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stances. The congress, however, was postponed at Moscow’s request, obviously due to the confusion associated with the recent creation of the official Union of Architects, which forced independent movements into a single organization, and to the party’s difficulties in controlling the situation. CIRPAC (CIAM’s executive body) continued making plans to hold its fifth and even sixth congress in Moscow, on Soviet insistence.55

Kaganovič instructed the communist architectural apparatchiks, the former VOPRA members, to control the modernists in the Union of Architects from behind the scenes, and refrain from attacking the Constructivists too openly, since they were still involved in a large number of unfinished construction projects around the country. These included some Moscow metro stations, the Dniepostroj dam, prestigious sanatoria, rest homes, and cultural institutions. The most notorious project, the Palace of Culture in Moscow by the Vesnin brothers, which won the first prize in a 1930 competition, was inaugurated under Kaganovič as late as 1937, in the worst year of the Terror (see Figure 1). The of the building’s boldly innovative interiors were never published except for three or four grainy photographs in Arhitektura SSSR. The symphony of softly waving interior balconies, mezzanines, stair landings, and the suspended walkways were all novelties in the brothers’ architecture and comparable to Alvar Aalto’s modernist innovations in the same decade. The spiral stairways echoed the one in Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye, published in S.A.

The Palace of Culture was built for the automobile factory Zavodi Imenni Lihačeva (ZIL) on the site of the seventeenth-century Smirnov monastery, which was almost entirely demolished to clear the ground for the new building. One of the ironies of Russian history is that the palace was never fully completed, nor was the monastery completely destroyed. To this day, they stand side by side as witnesses of aborted histories.

The modernists, the Vesnin brothers, Ginzburg, Ladovskij, and even Ivan Leonidov played into these games of deception and double standards. Probably in accord with Kaganovič’s expectations, the VOKS papers show they sent a letter to L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui in 1933, protesting the journal’s coverage of the widespread concerns in Europe and the United States that modern architecture was under siege. They were likely pressured into writing the letter. But it was also true that most of them were still building and holding important professional positions, even if Ginzburg published a retrospective, critical analysis of the communal housing experiment (Žilišče) that he led from 1926 to 1930. Their journal S.A, like their school, the VHUTEIN, had been closed in 1930 as well.

Belief in progressive modernism and belief in the party still overlapped. Boris Iofan—the ultimate architect of the
The never-built Palace of the Soviets (whose multiple design strata were deposited by several competitions) and author of the equally eclectic 1937 Soviet Pavilion in Paris, was no doubt sincere when he assured Frank Lloyd Wright that modern architecture would be back in the Soviet Union in a matter of ten years, once the masses were ready for it (Figure 11). Alabjan’s claim to Wright that he had used up all the classical columns he had in his repertoire stemmed from the same conviction, expressed as a joke.

Also convinced of the ultimate victory of modernism, Aleksandr Vesnin rose in defense of Constructivism against its detractors at the First Congress of the All-Union of Soviet Architects in 1937. One of the critics was none other than Nikolaj Kolli, former Soviet member of CIAM and Le Corbusier’s collaborator. His own architecture had become an example of the most banal eclecticism. This could easily be explained by Kolli’s concerns, at the height of the purges, that he had traveled abroad, represented Soviet architects at the CIAM, hosted Charlotte Perriand in January 1934, and, most of all, been associated with Le Corbusier and the building of the Centrosojuz. Both were now publicly vilified; Le Corbusier was seen as a bourgeois architect, and his Moscow building as “an orgy of glass and concrete,” in Hannes Mayer’s words.

The prize given to Hamilton clearly reflected the general Soviet fascination with the United States, while the other two winners completed the panoply of acceptable design strategies—mainstream modern and academic classical. Both the 1933 version of the palace design, which resulted from Hamilton’s association with classicists Ščuko and Gelfreich, and the revised 1937 version of the design referred in more than one way to Hamilton’s first, competition-winning project (Figures 13, 14). They glorified the ultimate American icon, the skyscraper, and competed with Bartholdi’s Statue of Liberty, reinvented as a Lenin with an extended arm pointing toward the “ultimate liberation of humanity.” As solid American references were gradually incorporated in the Moscow skyscraper—suiting Stalin’s ambition—Hamilton was removed from the winning team and conveniently replaced by Ščuko (the architect of the Lenin Library), in keeping with Kaganovič’s own ambitions. Two other winners, Gelfreich with his classicist design, and Iofan with his mainstream modern entry, were joined into a working team. Iofan would ultimately assume the dominant role.

An attentive analysis of the 1937 white gypsum model of the palace (now kept in the storage at the Ščusev Museum, the “MuAr”) reveals equally significant references to the recently constructed Rockefeller Center by Raymond Hood (1881–1934) (Figures 15, 16). This later version features sets of receding vertical slabs of Art Deco lineage, repeated as ornaments in retreating rings like diminutive Rockefeller Centers. These features had appeared in Hamilton’s first project in the assemblies of vertical slabs in the balustrade of the Moskova river façade (see Figure 12).

Hood’s New York skyscraper complex was an attraction repeatedly and lavishly featured in the Soviet professional press. Iofan had visited New York in the early 1930s and witnessed the building of it and the Empire State Building, the other most celebrated example of American modern corporate architecture of the time. His 1937 version of the palace clearly took its cues from both.

References to the iconic Rockefeller Center had already appeared in Iofan’s entry in the 1934 competition for the Commissariat of Heavy Industry (Figure 17), a project that recalled both Hamilton’s design strategy for the Palace of the Soviets and the just-completed government building by Langman. The “Gothic” character, which CIAPAC architects condemned in Hamilton’s entry, was here emulated in accentuated vertical bands. The main difference was that Iofan’s Commissariat of the People featured a monumental Rockefeller Center crowning the building’s central axis. Iofan did not hide his fascination with modern America; he shared this enthusiasm with Stalin, and his
Figure 12 Hector O. Hamilton, winning design in Palace of the Soviets competition, 1931–32

Figure 13 Boris Iofan, Ščuko, and Gelfreich, Palace of the Soviets, revised design with “Gothic” flutings, 1933

Figure 14 Iofan and Gelfreich, Palace of the Soviets, final design, 1937, gypsum model. Moscow Museum of Architecture
Figure 15  Raymond Hood, Rockefeller Center, New York, on the cover of *Arhitektura za Rubežom* (Feb. 1935). The uncharacteristically pristine condition of the journal and the square stamp indicate that it was kept under restricted access.

Figure 16  Iofan and Gelfreich, Palace of the Soviets, final design, 1937, detail of model showing vertical slabs that resemble miniature Rockefeller Centers.

Figure 17  Iofan, competition entry for the Commissariat of Heavy Industry, 1934

Figure 18  William Zorach, competition entry for a Lenin monument, Leningrad, 1932 (right), compared to the Palace of the Soviets, 1933 version (left) in *Architectural Forum* (Dec. 1934).
office in the Kremlin was open to Stalin's impromptu visits. Inevitably, Iofan's projects represented Stalin's vision of Soviet progress as much as Iofan's own ideas. The goal was to outrun America, not reject it. In keeping with this, Iofan's skyscraper was to be taller than the tallest American building of the time.

The symbiosis between the two modernities—Soviet and American—was multilayered. The Lithuanian-born American sculptor William Zorach (1887–1966) complained in the *Architectural Forum* that his entry to a competition for a Lenin monument was plagiarized in Iofan's Palace of the Soviets (Figure 18). Zorach was not so much frustrated by the plagiarism itself as by the transformation of his “progressive” sculptural concept into a “reactionary” caricature. In fact, the telescoped shafts not withstanding, Iofan's 1933 version of the palace with its vertical “Gothic” flutings resembled Zorach's monument in similar ways.

Hamilton's own palace evoked the sculptor's work. Whether plagiarism was involved or not, it is obvious that the three projects shared an aesthetic quest.

If Iofan's palace retooled American modern corporate design for the needs of the Soviet state, it also exemplified the long-lasting impact of the 1920s Soviet architectural revolution, although both the 1933 and 1937 renditions of the building seem at first sight to abjure everything the avant-garde stood for: abstraction, rigorous minimalism, and the rejection of axial symmetry. But closer scrutiny reveals the hidden spirit of modernism. Juxtaposed with an example of Kazimir Malevich’s white Arhitektoni, Iofan's 1937 model reveals the imprint that Suprematism left on Soviet modern architecture (Figure 19, see Figure 14). Malevich had launched Suprematism in architecture with a collage of a Suprematist skyscraper pasted on a photograph of Manhattan, and his Planici and Arhitektoni—imaginary skyscrapers produced between 1920 and 1927—celebrated the ability to transcend everyday reality through art.

Malevich himself contributed to the convergence of Suprematism and Stalinism. At the 1932 Leningrad exhibition *Soviet Artists in the Last Fifteen Years*, he placed a Lenin statue on top of a number of his Suprematist skyscrapers (Figure 20), exactly as Iofan would do two years later on the second version of his Palace of the Soviets. To some degree Suprematism reverberated as well in the palace's interior, where abstract ornamental paneling lined the main congress hall. Even the massing of the pedestal of the colossal statue recalled the Arhitektoni of the previous decade. Equally ephemeral, both Malevich's and Iofan's skyscrapers were involved in an analogous dream of transcendence.

A similar case can be made for Iofan's Soviet Pavilion at the 1937 World's Fair in Paris. The early sketches for it
showed formal concerns comparable with the two previous projects, the Palace of the Soviets and the Ministry of Heavy Industry (Figure 21). The “Rockefeller skyscrapers” assembled in the 1937 model of the palace (where vertical slabs replaced the earlier Gothic fluting), were replicas of the Soviet Pavilion in Paris, which had been in the works since the end of 1935, when the Soviet Union accepted an invitation to participate in the fair. Significantly, the photograph of the pavilion published in Arhitektura SSSR cropped out the monumental statue, emphasizing the structure’s affinities with its American model (Figure 22). With Rockefeller Center detectable in all three projects, Iofan created an American trinity celebrating Stalin’s power.

Boris Iofan was quite explicit about his Suprematist references. In the Paris pavilion he lined up a series of huge white Arhitekton-like skyscraper allegories on both sides of the pavilion’s monumental central stairs. These were designed by Suprematist artist Nikolaj Suetin, a follower of Malevich (Figures 23, 24). As late as 1937, two years after Malevich’s death, these progeny of the Arhitektoni were still reverberating in multitudinous ways, pointing out to the
tenacity and depth of the modernist legacy. Far from dead, both modernity (the American skyscraper) and modernism (Russian Suprematism) remained alive for a long time in the imaginaries of Soviet architects.

Given the only slightly covert modern credentials of Iofan’s Paris pavilion, it is no surprise that Frank Lloyd Wright was unabashedly enthusiastic about it (as much as he hated the Palace of the Soviets). He lauded it as the best building at the 1937 Fair—an indication that he detected the deeper truth about a project that later historians would dismiss as “Stalinist” (which was its political pedigree) or “classicizing” (although its classicism was severely abstracted).65

This complex architectural fusion, in which political power controlled contradictory, if not outright incompatible architectural programs, was part of the strategy of the Soviet leadership to consolidate its position on the international scene, and simultaneously to legitimize its image with the leftist movements that had sided or sympathized with the Bolshevik Revolution. As the Soviets considered it important to cultivate a progressive stance abroad, they generally instructed foreign communist parties not to adopt Socialist Realism. The explanation was that capitalist countries had not yet reached the revolutionary conditions that made Soviet realism possible—a bizarre inversion of the Soviet architects’ claim that modernism would come back when the “masses” would be ready for it. The two stances were the opposite ends of the same myth.66 It was also important for Stalin to convince the world that he had no designs for spreading the Bolshevik Revolution. Trotsky’s “permanent revolution,” or Marx’s view that socialism could be successful only if achieved worldwide, were abandoned in

Figure 23 Malevich, Suprematist Arhitektion, ca. 1923. Russian Museum of Art, Saint Petersburg

Figure 24 Nikolaj Suetin, Soviet Pavilion, Paris, 1937, decorative pylons
favor of Stalin’s determination to “build Socialism in a single country”—the stated goal of his Perestroika.67

A telling example of the official effort to project a non-threatening face abroad—one that renounced revolutionary expansionism—is the January 1937 cover of an architectural journal. A comparison of the holdings of the Lenin Library and the Library of Congress in Washington reveals that Stroitel’stvo Moskvy published with two different covers for that issue, one for the USSR, and the other for the United States (Figure 25). Whereas the Moscow version of Stroitel’stvo found at the Lenin Library features a triumphant profile of Stalin superimposed on a red flag with a prominent hammer and sickle floating over a receding silhouette of the Palace of the Soviets, the cover of the same issue in the Library of Congress features only the skyscraper in monochrome pastel blue, with no ideological insignia except for the indistinct figure of Lenin topping the skyscraper and the silhouette of the Kremlin. Rather than a competition of ideologies, the journal’s American cover conveyed simply a contest in skyscrapers. The Soviet Union was just catching up with the United States.

The 1937 Soviet Pavilion in Paris and the 1939 Soviet Pavilion in New York, both by Iofan, offer an analogous example. The Paris Expo coincided with the rule of the Popular Front government in France, dominated by the socialists, and the Soviets felt they could safely display a dramatic hammer and sickle carried by a male industrial worker and a Kolhoz woman (sculpted by Paris-educated Vera Mukhina), using the pavilion as a pedestal. The Soviet Union was just catching up with the United States.

The message of the 1939 Soviet New York Pavilion was much more subdued. It exhibited only a diminutive five-pointed red star (communism on the five continents) brandished by a male worker as a torch, in obvious reference to the lamp carried by “Lady Liberty.” Communism was presented as one of two paths that led to a single goal—human emancipation. In New York, Stalin sought international acceptance through competition, rather than confrontation—a stance toward the United States the USSR would maintain to its final dissolution.68

In the midst of this tug of war between visions of socialism, modernism, and eclecticism, with Karo Alabjan now firmly rooted in his choice of historicism, a modernist sanatorium was inaugurated in the resort of Barviha. The architect of this exclusive medical center for Politburo and Central Committee members was Boris Iofan (Figure 26).69

The versatile Iofan was simultaneously busy with the Palace of the Soviets and the 1934 entry to the Commissariat of Heavy Industry competition, and he would soon take up the Soviet Pavilion in Paris—all crucial projects for the regime. Under Stalin’s gaze, he worked simultaneously in at least three different architectural languages: modernist (the Barviha sanatorium), Socialist Realist (the Palace of the Soviets) and in a cosmopolitan language of the American corporation (the Commissariat of Heavy Industry and the Paris pavilion). In the design of non-ceremonial, technical,
and science-oriented architectural types—such as the sanatorium, where function was paramount—he could embrace modernism with great serenity.

The hospital’s dynamic, asymmetrical plan was in the best Bauhaus tradition, and the innovative, bubbly windows and obliquely oriented rooms and balconies increased exposure to the sun (essential in tuberculosis therapy) and gave the sanatorium its distinctive modernist look. The simplicity of the whitewashed horizontal volumes of the building contrasted lyrically with the dark and crystalline openings, rhythmically distributed along the façade, and with the verticals of the surrounding white birch forest. A circular dining room and kitchen formed a hinge, joining the various dormitory wings, all planned along Bauhaus principles.

The sanatorium’s interior was no less surprising (Figure 27). The furniture, expressly designed for it by Iofan,
paid homage to the modernist work of the 1920s. The thin-legged, ascetic, tubular chairs, tables, and beds in the spacious and well-lit rooms owed their elegance as much to tough Productivist aesthetics as to Iofan’s experience with Italian modern design, which he absorbed while a student in Rome. Safely sheltered from the gaze of the masses, who allegedly demanded Socialist Realist palaces for the people, the sanatorium’s modernity went unchallenged. As Iofan was inaugurating this modernist sanatorium, Moisej Ginzburg received a commission for a sanatorium at Kislovodsk in the northern Caucasus, which still bears the name of Stalin’s Politburo member Sergo Ordzonikidze, who sponsored the project and intervened in the design process as a virtual patron. His statue towered above the monumental stairs in the hospital’s park—the only work that the young second-generation Constructivist Ivan Leonidov would ever be allowed to build (Figure 28, see Figure 2). 70

In his sustained search for a compromise that would avoid a slavish glorification of the banality of Socialist Realism, Ginzburg conceived a telling solution. At Kislovodsk, he opted for a reinterpretation of the Milanese Novecento, an early twentieth-century style that has been referred to as postmodernism avant la lettre (Figures 29, 30). 71 Ginzburg was closely associated with the Italian architectural scene,
having studied in Milan and gone to Rome in 1934 as head of the Soviet delegation to a world congress of architects. While Iofan emulated the corporate modernity of New York, Ginzburg opted for its Milanese alternative.

Yet, this was not all. Beyond the front façades—which were most likely to find their way into official magazines and journals—one was suddenly faced with a secret display of modernist architecture. As if in dialogue with a bygone era, Ginzburg alternately evoked Walter Gropius’s Bauhaus dormitory (Figures 31, 32); Mies van der Rohe’s curtain walls, adding to it jokingly a “floating” balcony—perhaps as a reference to the “anti-gravitational” exercises of the Russian avant-garde (Figure 33); and Le Corbusier’s play with “geometric volumes under the light,” which Ginzburg had already included in his 1928–32 Narkomfin housing block in Moscow (Figures 34–36). Among numerous references to modernist icons, a glass cylinder enclosing a winter garden appeared as a magnificent transparent hinge that joined the composition of the three main hospital pavilions (Figure 37). In 1938, the Kislovodsk project was indeed the swansong of a modernist. It was not only Ginzburg’s last building, but also the last work of Russia’s avant-garde architecture.72

When the Ordžonikidze sanatorium opened, Stalin was bringing to a close his second five-year plan, and concluding the most brutal purges of his career. Particularly important for his Perestroika, 1938 was also the year when the second Moscow subway line was started under Kaganović. Moderns and conservatives competed to build the new stations—glittery underground palaces that made New York’s own look like a sewer, in Wright’s opinion.73

The end of the second five-year plan and the twentieth anniversary of the Revolution in 1938 called for visible accomplishments, fictitious or not. A mix of terror and spectacular achievements, some of which harked back to the elusive faces of modernity, irreversibly cemented Stalin’s myth while clearing the way for the final defeat of the Russian architectural avant-garde.

**Conclusion**

The rationale for replacing the various architectural movements that flourished in the 1920s with a single union of architects was to secure the success of Stalin’s first five-year plan, launched in 1928. That plan needed, it was widely claimed, the concerted efforts of all architectural forces. The promises were grandiose, as architects and urbanists were challenged not only with the thorough modernization of Moscow—including building its state-of-the-art subway—but also with constructing an immense program of new industrial cities. Architects and engineers from all over the world, including from the United States, devastated by the Great Depression, were invited to join forces in building the USSR, “the sole country today boasting healthy finances,” as even the conservative French _Beaux-Arts_ magazine wrote in 1935.74 It seemed, now more than ever, that architects were fully entrusted with the task of “pulling the Republic out of the mud,” as Majakovskij wrote in a poem...
Figure 33  Ginzburg, Ordžonikidze sanatorium, west façade of east wing with glass curtain wall and floating balcony

Figure 34  Ginzburg, Ordžonikidze sanatorium, side wall of east building

Figure 35  Le Corbusier, Maison La Roche/Jeanneret, Paris, 1923–24, interior

Figure 36  Ginzburg and Ivan Milinis, Narkomfin apartment building, Moscow, 1928–32
Figure 37  Ginzburg, Ordžonikidze sanatorium, winter garden as the “hinge” connecting the central, east, and west wings
at the end of the Civil War. Competitions of all sorts, national and international, were organized at a relentless pace in the USSR. The authorities knew that such contests maintained, like a mirage, the momentum of enthusiasm and hope. Competitions contributed to the illusion of progress, hiding the nature of most of Stalin's redemptive campaigns. To a large extent, the five-year plans and the products of the incessant competitions were alike doomed to remain on paper. The unrealized project for the Palace of the Soviets was the most explicit metaphor for both.

The most prominent Soviet architects remained convinced that Stalin's Perestroika was a genuine effort to revive and save the Revolution. The concessions the party now asked them to make, claiming a scientific understanding of history, were perceived by many as temporary. If briefly giving up radical experiments with cutting-edge architecture was the price to pay, the promised immense collective rewards of the first five-year plan certainly appeared to be worth it. The official invitation to Frank Lloyd Wright and to Le Corbusier to attend the first congress of the new union of architects, which coincided with the worst repression of 1936–37, no doubt contributed to the perception that sacrificing modern architecture was pragmatic and temporary. The determinist myth that history is an ineluctable unfolding of human destiny, understood only by the proletarian avant-garde, was among Stalin's strongest tools in achieving total control. In the same way Mussolini refused to give a clear definition to his "chameleon-like" regime, to use Palmiro Togliatti's oft-quoted expression, which allowed architects to compete in giving fascism their own architectural definition, the vagueness of the term Socialist Realism, at least in architecture, allowed for plural answers throughout the decade. The Kislovodsk sanatorium exemplifies it best.

Revivalist historicism in architecture was a well-established practice in Russia long before Stalin and party representatives began intervening in art, architecture, and literature. It competed with modernism for prominent commissions. The foundations of Socialist Realism were thus already in existence in architectural practice, abetted by the country's general aesthetic conservatism and, indirectly, by the NEP. The models of what would become the trends of Socialist Realism from 1929 on were established in the USSR well before the party considered any intervention.

The historicist and folkloric tendencies referred to as "national architecture" emerged soon after Lenin's death. They were carried on by Stalinist dictates deep into the 1930s; after the war they reemerged as their own caricature, known in Russia as Stalin Rococo or Stalin Empire. Ironically, in 1928, when the modernists called for the party to intervene in the polemic about progressive architecture on the occasion of the Lenin Library competition, they were convinced that a revolutionary party would necessarily reject historicism in the name of the modernity that had been born in the wake of the industrial revolution. With the growing Stalinization of Soviet culture, amidst an industrialization that was more fiction than reality, exactly the opposite occurred, albeit slowly and irregularly.

The slow process of building in the USSR (projects designed in the late 1920s often were not completed until the end of the next decade), mixed signals from power centers, the technical and scientific character of certain buildings (such as sanatoria), as well as the resilience of the revolutionary utopia in the imaginaries of the moderns all combined to preserve modernist and antihistoricist trends until nearly to the end of the 1930s. Only after World War II did the parvenu taste of the growing nomenklatura, eager to partake in the glittering luxury once available only to the deposed aristocracy, prevail fully.
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